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Digital live Console



eclipse sets new standards.

MaxiMuM flexibility. MaxiMuM reliability.  MaxiMuM efficiency.

innovason’s claim: We offer each individual customer 
the best possible solution for every situation. We also 
create innovative tools that set new standards. this is 
the case with eclipse – the worldwide first digital live 
console with fully integrated multitrack recording.

in addition to groundbreaking innovations, eclipse 
will impress you with its comprehensive capabilities, 
as well as its extremely compact dimensions. our aim 
– practicality. a practicality that will convince you, 
especially during everyday operations, and which we 
are pleased to share with you on the following pages.

so please join us on this exciting tour and discover the 
infinite number of possibilities offered by eclipse for 
your daily production routines.

 We hope you enjoy the read!

06:00 – 11:00 – 22:00 – 23:00
_maximum flexibility

_unlimited applications

_excellent sound quality

_state-of-the-art production reliability

_superb price / performance ratio
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WelcoMe to a tour 
                     that Will inspire you.
.
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getting up is harD.
setting-up is so muCh easier.

innovason is the pioneer in the development of digital  

mixing consoles. therefore, we did not just build a 

new console, we created a tool that meets the re-

quirements of tomorrow today. We re-defined all our 

original successful elements, based on the market 

requirements for a new mixing console: technology, 

flexibility, audio quality, production reliability and an 

excellent price/performance ratio. We then translated 

this performance profile into real technology. the  

result: a live console that increases your fields of  

application significantly. not only that, but the con-

sole also handles all aspects of everyday work with 

ease – including set-ups, soundchecks, and the reali-

zation of your production.

lightWeight CompaCt ConstruCtion 
Compact dimensions, combined with a low weight: eclipse represents an easy 
and simple set-up. thus an eclipse can be installed in an instant, which allows 
you to start work without delay. the benefits: microphone inputs and line outs – 
as well as tools such as a touchscreen, keyboard and trackball – are integrated 
in the control surface, creating an efficient console that does not require any 
further external units (ie. a router or Dsp unit). For you, the result is less time 
spent on the set-up and more time spent on your production. 

stage BoX 
thanks to five stage boxes, you can connect up to 
320 microphones over long distances. each stage 
box can be individually fitted with analogue or digital 
input and output channels. as an option, a redundant 
Cat5 or fibre connection on the console allows a 
secure connection to the rest of your system. 

high-perFormanCe Dsp engine
eclipse excels with an impressive mix capacity: up to 104 inputs 
can be mixed to 48 mix buses + 2 monitor buses. each bus mix  
can be used as an aux bus, a sub-group, a master or matrix.  
moreover, each input features eQ, dynamics, delay, gain trim,  
and phase reverse; up to 16 floating processings are available for 
the mix buses. an additional advantage: each output is provided with 

Dsp resources for graphic eQ or other devices. the Dsp capacity 
therefore grows dynamically according to the number of outputs. 
With its efficiently designed summation, eclipse has constant audio 
latency in the Dsp – regardless of the amount of summation used. 
this allows a single microphone to be added to a completed mix 
via the matrix, without creating any irritating phasing effects.
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personal Console BuilDer
the personal Console Builder can be used to best 
adapt eclipse to every imaginable situation: to suit 
changing requirements and the preferences of  
different sound engineers at a festival, for example.  
or simply to satisfy your individual preferences.

netWorking: native ethersounD
eclipse can be fully networked digitally. ethersound 
can be used to connect the console to four audio 
stage boxes, third-party devices and up to 4000 
other facilities that use ethersound. of course,  
several eclipses can be connected with each other. 
this is not only a smart solution, but also extremely 
useful.

48 + 48 FaDer
With eclipse, you have direct access to all parameters. 
moreover, inputs, groups, vCas and output channels can 
be assigned to any fader, to your ergonomic advantage. 
using the faders, a wide variety of functions can be con-
trolled – everything from aux sends to eQ parameters.  a 
further bonus: all the settings are saved in a file. Your Foh 
desk becomes a true monitor console.

smartFaDe
opening layers via logical grouping with smart-vCa 
– this is only possible with eclipse. the smartfader 
area temporarily browses the slave channels, and 
an arbitrary number of smartfaders can be freely 
positioned. What if you prefer to work without  
layers? Just disable the smartfaders and use the 
console just like a classic analogue desk.

the tour Bus revs up.
it’s time to lenD a hanD.
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Frequently changing assignments, constantly in-
creasing demands, operations on a tight schedule 
and mounting pressure to keep costs as low as  
possible – the live sector sets the highest standards, 

and not only in technology. the people involved are 
exposed to just the same pressures. it’s good to know 
that you have a live console you can rely on 100% – 
as thoroughly prepared for the job as you are.
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high QualitY pre-amps anD proCessing
When it comes to the quality of the complete audio 
chain, compromise is out of the question. the proof: 
We have developed an impressive array of innova-
tions concerned with phase, latency and digital 
technology. the result? eclipse sparkles with  
absolutely excellent audio quality – on all levels.

integrateD plug-ins 
eclipse guarantees state-of-the-art audio design: 
every channel is fully equipped. and a number of 
special audio effects are available: such as tap 
Delay, phase eQ or the legendary aphro reverb. and 
since you can save a wide variety of parameters indi-
vidually, nothing stands in the way of innovative sound 
design. 

the set-up is CompleteD.
the First sounDCheCk has Begun.

smart-panel 
With its sophisticated smart-panel, eclipse offers 
additional reassurance and unmatched flexibility: 
optionally, any 48 channels can be accessed with  
12 short faders on four levels, and the internal effects 
can be set directly from the control surface. in addition, 
eclipse offers a classic analogue aux panel.

usaBilitY
technology must serve its users, not the other way round. For this reason, eclipse is not 
only easily understandable. it also impresses with terrific flexibility.  With eclipse, you 
can work in whichever way is best for you. Faders can be adjusted according to your 
ergonomic requirements; all audio parameters are directly accessible, and individual 
operations, such as audio copying, scene loading, as well as changing to offline mode, 
can be effected even faster. But here is the real benefit: You can focus on what is most 
important – the perfect sound. 
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the first soundcheck starts – and eclipse immedi- 
ately demonstrates all its advantages. it is not 
only fast, but also allows for maximum control. You 
can: access all parameters and directly make your  
audio adjustments, remote-control the stage boxes 
and operate the plug-in parameters from the smart- 

panel. at the same time, both eQ and dynamics are 
always directly available, and smartfaders guar-
antee perfect control of all the mix channels. the  
result of your soundcheck: drums, strings, bass and 
vocals can be handled considerably faster. and you 
find yourself working even more efficiently. 
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virtual sounDCheCk
the eclipse allows a virtual soundcheck, which can be activated 
with the simple press of a button. how does it work? all live 
signals are disconnected from the stage and track playback is 
fed to the input channels. in this way, these signals are not only 
available on the Foh console, but also on all systems linked 
to the network (eg. the monitor area). now eclipse recreates 
exactly the same conditions as for the concert: perfect for the 
fine-tuning of your mix.

BroaDWaY moDe
the music plays even though the musicians are not playing – the benefit of the 
Cue function. With the Cue button, you can switch anytime between the live  
microphones and a pre-recorded track – quickly and without any delay. so, if 
the singer has a problem, you can insert the vocals into the Foh band mix, while 
the band still performs live. Broadway mode can be used in the same way in 
rehearsal: the drummer can practice to the sound of the whole band. 

the virtual sounDCheCk starts.
m.a.r.s. is put to use.
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the musicians have left the stage, but you are still 
not completely happy with the soundcheck. You 
have certain standards. and an innovative console. 
a console that enables you to rewind the track and 
restart the rehearsal anew. using a virtual sound-

check and exactly the same audio conditions, with-
out any involvement of the musicians. With this, you 
can achieve a brilliant sound that pleases not only 
you but also the audience out in the hall.

multi-traCk reCorDing 
innovason’s m.a.r.s. (multitrack audio recording system) makes 
eclipse the only digital live console in the world that features a 
fully integrated 64-track recorder/player: easily controlled via a 
separate panel and intuitive touchscreen menu navigation. plus, 
you also benefit from unconditional failure safety: the m.a.r.s. 
computer acts as a redundant control computer, and can take 
over all control and display functions.
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Your harD Work is over.
the perFormanCe Can Begin.
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overvieW
thanks to Colour Coding, you can immediately see 
which input, vCa, or other channel is assigned to  
a fader. in addition, the clearly designed central 
control panel tremendously simplifies the setting  
of parameters, without bothering the user with  
complicated sub-menus and paging assignments.

saFetY
should the control computer fail, m.a.r.s. ensures perfect redun-
dancy. and what if the musician fails? again, m.a.r.s. guarantees 
a seamless continuation of the concert. Broadway mode and the 
virtual soundcheck have a common benefit: you can insert a sound-
track, even if the musicians are not present.

usaBilitY 
a perfect overview of almost all the mix channels  
– that is usability, especially useful in practice.  
With the smartfader, innovason has set a milestone. 
Fast access to 104 channels is an innovation that 
ensures tremendous ease-of-use, particularly  
during daily operations.

the lights go out, the artists appear on stage – and 
a true performance is required. a performance the 
eclipse can deliver at any time: with sophisticated 
solutions, maximum power and precise detail. For 

music and theatre. For fixed installations, for houses
of Worship, used as a monitor console or even in 
oB vans. and with a price that guarantees intense 
applause, even from the accounts department.
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support & aFter-sales 
the individual construction of your personal console, 
the creation of an extensive network, and various 
upgrade possibilities – many decisions have to be 
made before choosing a mixing console. in this 
we are also your dependable partner. We have the 

aFter the shoW 
is BeFore the shoW.
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depth of knowledge to offer competent advice: to 
help you create your own individual eclipse. and, 
innovative solutions for future-oriented audio 
technology. 

good products are one thing; competent advice 
and comprehensive service are the other. For this 
reason, innovason offers you support in all areas 
related to audio technology: including planning, 

creation of a network, and the development of  
powerful templates. true to ‘push the limits’ – for 
us this is not merely a catchphrase, but a very  
specific practice.



Diomadies: ethersound to madi Converter
easily handles conversion from ethersound to madi and madi to ethersound. 
either madi56 or madi64 can be used coaxially or optically, which can then 
be fed back into the ethersound network.
 
Dio8out: ethersound 8 Channel analogue Converter
a simple 8-channel digital-analogue converter that can be integrated conveni-
ently into the ethersound network. even a system that cannot be linked with 
ethersound directly can now be connected. several Dio8outs can be used in  
a network.
 
Dioav: Connecting eclipse to the a-net 16
two 16-channel aviom buses can be fed to an eclipse via the Dsp card. 
For example: connected via Cat5, an aviom personal mixer system can be 
interfaced directly to an eclipse, providing every musician with his or her 
individual mix.

integrated local audio rack
integrated flexibility right from the factory – eclipse can 
offer even that. the rear of the console is also a local audio 
rack, and offers up to 64 inputs and outputs, FX-modules, 
as well as 64 additional inputs and outputs via ethersound. 
moreover, innovason plug-in modules can be used in six 
slots.

stage Box
each stage box features up to 64 inputs and outputs. the 
output ports are freely configurable – both analogue and 
digital. Furthermore, every microphone is connected to the 
network and can be used by all systems. leD displays on 
the stage box show if a signal is available, if the phantom 
power settings are correct, or if the input is overloaded. 

additional features:
offline: eclipse can be switched to offline mode with the 
push of a single button. now, each snapshot (page) can be 
prepared or modified without any effect on the current mix. 
this feature is a technical must for use during rehearsals in 
theatre work and musicals. the eclipse shows precisely all 
the settings (including all faders and encoders) that were 
defined in online mode. Changes made to snapshots for 
the current scene automation can also be recorded during 
runtime. 

relax: With the relax function, any channel can be removed 
from the automation. that way, for example, the show host 
mic can be mixed without interference, while the next band 
snapshot is loading.

overram: individual parameter changes can be quickly 
written into already existing snapshots (pages).  an in-
strument that was mixed too low can therefore be provided 
with a higher level during the production. this newly de-
fined level can be subsequently entered as an offset in all 
snapshots.

libraries: You can save the perfect bass drum setting in a 
preset. this can then be conveniently put into the library 
with all sound settings, and accessed in other shows.

monitoring: a stereo bus is used for the monitoring. this 
can be assigned to three different outputs. listen delays 
can be specified at anytime. eclipse offers talkback on 
three different circuits that can be flexibly configured to  
all output buses. 

effects/plug-ins
up to 32 effects can be used on one plug-in card:

modulated delay and phasing 
this plug-in allows different variations of  
Chorus, Flanger and modulation

C-limiter 
a Brick Wall limiter, generating a pleasing  
distortion for those high levels

Compressor 
a very efficient Compressor, with hard or  
soft curves

Deesser / Ducker 
a Deesser with a Bp and hpF filter; will  
be switchable to a Ducker in a forthcoming 
release 

eQ-pro-g8
8-band fully parametric eQ with parametric, 
shelf, notch, hpF or lpF filter on each band

expander 
an expander with hard- and soft-knee modes
 

geQ-31 
a complete graphic eQ offering several dB 
scales

Just-verb2 

uses the famous algorithms of the vB-audio 
aphro reverb

stereo phase eQ
this unique plug-in enables adjustment of  
phase (+/-180°) at four different frequencies

multitap Delay 
a multitap delay allowing all variations of echo, 
ping-pong, etc. a tap tempo is integrated. 
each tap has level and pan controls

eClipse Features anD options

innovason historY
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1993
invention of the muxipaire, the first system for digital 
audio transmission between stage and console using 
coaxial cable

1996
introduction of the first digital mixing console for live 
applications

2003
introduction of the sY series featuring the sY48 and 
sY80

2008
lawo ag becomes a majority shareholder
presentation of the eclipse at plasa in london

2009
presentation of m.a.r.s. at prolight+sound in Frankfurt

innovason was founded in 1993. in the following years, the 
company established itself as a driving force in innovation, 
and developed a series of groundbreaking features for 
professional mixing consoles. innovason’s consoles were 
prominent mainly in three fields of operation: tours, fixed 
installations and oB trucks. predominantly active in the live 
market, the company counts today among the top providers 
of high-quality audio technology for live production. all of 
innovason’s systems are based on digital technology, and, 
due to their modular structure, are entirely compatible.
 
today, innovason focuses especially in the areas of live 
sound systems, theatre and musicals.

as in the past, the company’s name is still our mission, as 
the most important innovations to date prove:



audio characteristics Dsp eclipse

internal sampling frequency 48 khz

external sampling frequency 44 to 49 khz / Word Clock ttl and aes

Clock jit tering 5ns rms 

Calculations and internal processing 40 bits floating decimal point

audio-digital signal path 24 bits fixed decimal point, 144 dB dynamic range

analog signal delay 1.3 ms - path of nominal signal:  mic input – Dsp - analog output

analog bandwidth  15 hz to 20 khz - microphone input gain @ -3 dB

range of mic/line input -63 to 27 dB / gain: 64 steps of 1.5 dB

input dynamic range 105 dB / input gain @ +6 dB, output @ +22 dBu

thD (+n) - 90 dB / input gain @ 6 dB, output @ +22 dBu

equivalent input noise -127 dB (gain 60 dB)

noise level -95 dBu (residual output noise)

 -95 dBu (one output fader @ 0 dB)

 -79 dBu (one output fader and one input fader @ 0 dB, gain 60 dB)

mixing capacity Dsp eclipse

inputs mixed simultaneously 104

mix buses 48 + one stereo monitoring circuit

input processing 104 / Delay – low Cut – phase – gate – Compressor – peQ

mix buses processing 16 (assignable) / Delay – low Cut – phase – gate – Compressor – peQ

max adjustable delay 222 ms (for inputs and inserted processing on mix buses)

talk Back one dedicated mic input 

Digital interfaces two: ethersound 64 i/o thru Cat5 link, muXi 64 i/o thru coax cable

patching patch grids allowing 144 inputs and 144 outputs patch connections (saved with the snapshots)

audio characteristics analog inputs and outputs mic inp. si-8D3 um-8po sub-D 16 line inputs sub-D 16 outputs

Converters 24 ΔΣ 128 24 ΔΣ 128 24 ΔΣ 128 24 ΔΣ 128

Bandwidth (hz) 15-20 k 5-22 k 5-20 k 5-20 k

Dynamic 110 dB 113 dB 105 dB 105 dB

thD (-1 dBfs) - 95 dB - 93 dB - 98 dB - 92 dB

Z in/out (Ω) > 1,7 k < 200 > 10 k < 200

Connectors Xlr3 Xlr3 DB25 F. DB25 m.

leDs sig., pk, 48 v sig., ol, aes - -

Delay (@ 48 khz) 0,827 ms 0,687 ms 0,499 ms 0,499 ms

Full scale 12 dBu (@ 0dB) 11 to 22 dBu 22 dBu 22 dBu

audio characteristics digital inputs and outputs Di-8s Di-8src um-8po

Bits 24 24 24

Bandwidth (hz) 0-22 k 0-22 k 0-22 k

Dynamic 144 dB 144 dB 144 dB

range (dBfs) -6 /+6 dB -6/+6 dB -12/0 dB

Distortion -138 dB -122 dB -138 dB

Z in/out (Ω) 110 110 110

Connectors Xlr3 Xlr3 Xlr3 / toslink (aDat)

leDs - - sig., ol, aes

Delay (@ 48 khz) 0,062 ms 0,8 ms 0,146 ms

output processing um-8po (each output benefits of a complete Dsp treatment)
Delay (up to 1360 ms) – phase – peQ – 31 band geQ – Compressor – gate – output gain
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product Dimensions Dimensions (h × W × D) Weight

Console only 15,6“ × 45,78“ × 30,41“ / 396 × 1162,7 × 772,5 mm 99 lb / 45 kg

Console with flight case 15,15“ × 49,6“ × 48“ / 385 × 1260 × 1220 mm 132 lb / 59,8 kg

power supply 90 to 250 vac, 47/63, 440 hz (automatic switching) 

redundancy automatic (2 psu) 

Consumption 270 va maximum per power supply

temperature range +10°C to +35°C



innovason s.a.s.
Zone Du kenYah
56400 plougoumelen
FranCe
phone: +33 (0) 297 24 34 34
inFo@innovason.Com

WWW.innovason.Com

innovason
international sales oFFiCe
am oBerWalD 8
76437 rastatt
germanY
phone: +49 (0) 7222 1002 0
sales@innovason.Com


